Date:

Cell Agenda

All these components should be present at a normal cell meeting. Some nights you may not get to everything,
but each of these should be present at least 75% of the time (e.g. once/month you might not get to the Vision
time and so on). The components do not need to be in this order necessarily, except that generally you ought to
begin with a welcoming time, and end with a vision time (close the meeting with an outward focus).
focus).
Please note the time constraints for each part of the meeting!

WELCOME (15 minutes):

The purpose of this time is to “bring people in.” You may use an ice-breaker, but if you do make sure that it is one that
can be completed by everyone in 15 minutes (i.e. each person takes only 1-2 minutes to answer). Occasionally, during
this time, someone will share a deep need/hurt. If so, feel free to minister to them in prayer etc.

SUGGESTED ICE BREAKER: Describe a time when you were spent a lot of time or preparation or
anticipation for something, but you were disappointed in the reality when it came. (Perhaps a Christmas
present you really wanted, but found disappointing when you got it)
WORSHIP (25 minutes):

WORD (20 minutes):

The purpose of this time is not for Bible study but instead, Bible application. Focus on personal application of scriptural
truths. Ask people what concrete actions they should take in response to the scripture.

Read 1 Kings 19:1-13 and John 6:26-36. Listen to/read Sermon Notes. Use picture of “spirit-soul-body” for
reference.
• Where have you been seeking life? (Relationships? Entertainment? Work? Achievements? Religious
observance? Excitement?)
• To what degree are you affected by your external life? How much time and energy have you spent trying
to control that? How is that working out for you? In what ways have you even sought God mainly in
your external life?
• How do we seek God in the spirit? How do we draw life from the spirit, rather than the body or soul? I
mean practically, right now, how can you do that?
• What is the Lord saying to you right now?

WORKS (PRAYER & MINISTRY) (20 minutes):

Prayer ministry may be incorporated at any time during the meeting. If a lot of prayer ministry took place during the
worship time, or as a result of things shared during the word time, don’t feel as though you have to have another separate
time for prayer. However, if there hasn’t been time for prayer elsewhere, please do not short-change this part of the
meeting.

VISION (15 minutes):

This can be incorporated into a closing prayer time, and should be focused on the vision of the cell: to reach people who
don’t know Jesus. It may include sharing about those you are praying for, and encouragement in praying for and
speaking to those who are not Christians.

Spend a few minutes sharing the names of non-Christian people your group is connected with. Pray for
them. Set an empty chair in your circle and pray for the Lord to bring someone to come and fill it.

CLOSING & ANNOUNCEMENTS (5 minutes)

